
 

 

  

 
  

   

 

 
... choice in a dark place 

                 

My boiler broke. Not an altogether unexpected winter event for sure, but what was 

unexpected was the speed at which an everyday household occurrence quickly spiralled 

into a major disabling ordeal. Accustomed to ‘roughing it’ in freezing houses, I happily 

donned several jumpers, scarves and socks, and lit the log fire as I telephone plumber 

No. 1. Skipping the ‘people who are not good for their word’ fiasco, plumber No. 4 

assured me he would 'be at mine by the end of the week' – he wasn’t. No heating, no hot 

water and several days with no bath later, plumber No. 5 mumbled something about a 

filling loop, went off to get one, promised to return that night, and didn’t. Having only three 

clear days holiday over New Year, in which I had intended to write in the day and 

socialise at night, one smoky smelling scarecrow later, Cinderella most definitely didn’t go 

to the ball that I was really looking forward to. It was the last straw – if you’ll pardon the 

pun. In desperation I tried to fix the problem myself. Firstly, I had to move the desk in my 

study and that promptly, spectacularly collapsed. Secondly, I removed the filling loop and 



water spurted EVERYWHERE !!! Heart thumping panic, loop forced back in, bleeding 

fingers later, I decided to make a consoling cup of tea and calm down ... until the water 

began dripping through the electric light in the kitchen onto my head. Drama update: no 

heating, no hot water, no bath, no water whatsoever, no electrics, getting dark, freezing, 

distressed tramp-lady, cat with a very pink cold nose, last log smouldering in the hearth, 

despair set in ... tears imminent... 

 

Sitting silently in the cold and darkness I contemplated my woeful dilemma. Feelings of 

helplessness, lost, blind, alone, no ability to see a way out. Oh yes, I recognised this 

symbolic pattern of learning, I had been here before - many times; the unexpected total 

loss, the downward spiral, the solo walk through despair... But these are the lessons in a 

dark place, where a soul is never more tested - and if it chooses wisely, strengthened. 

That is the meaning, and if we did but consider, the beauty of winter. The down time. 

Alone time. A bit darker time. The silent time. In Autumn we are called to reflect, in Winter 

we are called to accept - to sit still in the midst of our experience, whatever that is. Such 

are the perfect seasons of nature – such are the perfect seasons of our lives.  

 

Never missing the opportunity for self-development, I slowly, dutifully accepted my 

experience, and remembered in spiritual irony, that I should lovingly pay the piper the 

price of freedom. In the next moment I found the clarity to make two sensible decisions. 

Decision (1) was to call a best friend for moral support and option assessment. Decision 

(2) was to shelve all the monkeys and call out the organ grinder – who promptly arrived 

(as he faithfully said he would) the next day, and not only fixed the problem ... but sang 

as he worked!. ‘I think I’m happier to see you than Father Christmas’, I said to the piper, 

who, as it turned out, wanted less money than I thought - and there was laughter in 

Heaven, and in my cottage, on earth. 

 

Peace and light restored, I happily cleaned my home and took the best hot bath ever ... 

before noticing the washing machine had broken. ‘Oh well’, I laughed with Heaven, high 

on the crest of freshly washed hair, ‘having survived so many difficult experiences in my 

life, at least purgatory will be a doddle’, I said ... and Heaven laughed again. 

 

Warm wishes from the hearth, 

Carole Sawo 
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